THE CHURCH PETER WOULD LIKE TO PASTOR
Sermon - Sunday February 12th 1995, Ashburton

Texts - Psalm 27
Isaiah 55: 6-9
2 Corinthians 12: 7-10
The Background:



What is Peter’s ministry to you now?
What kind of church is his life now calling you to be?

This is not a time:




for devaluing the seriousness of the present situation
of attempting to deal with it tritely or lightly
to be foolishly spiritual

There are pressing issues which weigh in upon us all;
there are the uncertainties of not knowing what the future holds;
there are difficult questions which do not have easy resolutions.
So this is the context in which we come to reflect upon the Word
What kind of a church is being fashioned by these difficulties?

Tough times fashion a church which understands and values the discipline of
waiting.

Psalm 27:13-14 "I am still confident of this: I will see the goodness of the Lord in the
land of the living Wait for the Lord; be strong and take heart and wait for the Lord,"
Waiting is hard because:






We do not live in a waiting culture
Waiting and delays are not always seen to be efficient
Our commitment to getting things done is frustrated by having to wait
It is a certain reminder to us that we are not in control; we do not have the
power to manipulate the situation. This produces tension and stress which is
magnified further if we do not know how long we have to wait
We are not sure of the outcome of our waiting which then causes us to
wonder if there is any real point
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Why does a church need to learn to wait upon the Lord?






Because the church is His
There is great value in reflecting and ceasing our busy-ness if it means that
we are reaffirming the Lordship of Jesus over the church
We need to be reminded that His timing is not our timing
There are significant moments in the journey (this is one of them) when there
is no alternative to wait
Waiting may produce frustration but it can also develop great patience and
trust

As we commend a sick friend and his future to the Lord and pray for healing and a new
day for him without knowing what that future will be, so we need to learn as a
congregation to trust ourselves to the Head of the Church and pray for own healing and
wholeness without knowing what the fruits of our waiting may be.
So often we need to be reminded that our human journey is a long process rather than
a single event when everything has to happen on cue. Waiting does not imply apathy or
inaction. Where the next steps are known, they should be taken. But it is essential to be
open what God is wanting to say to you and this does require us to wait upon Him.
Tough times fashion a church which understands its real source of power
2 Corinthians 12: 8-10 " My grace is sufficient for you, for my power is made perfect in
weakness. Therefore I will boast all the more gladly about my weaknesses, so that the
power of Christ may rest upon me....For when I am weak, then I am strong."

According to Paul, the discovery of spiritual power occurs about the same time:




that we get in touch with our own powerlessness;
that weakness is the prerequisite for the exercise of the Lord's strength;
that a clear headed appreciation of our limitations is the beginning of setting
the Spirit of God free to act.

As long as we see ourselves and our congregation as having it altogether, there is
actually very little that the Lord can do.

Effective ministry and Christian service is:



not the preserve of those who are eminently competent and always
seemingly in charge
but the experience of those who feel fragmented, incapable, inadequate and
helpless.
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This equation allows us to believe:



that a very ill pastor, husband, dad and friend is not removed off the Lord's
active members' list
that, even in his helplessness and the anxious uncertainty of the present and
the future, his life is still exercising great influence

His ministry now is:






a call to prayer
to continue as an accepting and open community
to stay focussed, to keep on going with the agenda
to become increasingly at peace with the inevitable unknowns of life
that every moment is a time for trust and a belief in the surpassing goodness
of God

This is also an encouragement to us: if we can be so profoundly moved by a person in
the embrace of illness, then our own lives can amount to significant and meaningful
statements of God's presence, love and sustaining power.
It is hard for us to acknowledge our weakness though. There are so many reasons
for believing that we are not powerless or weak:



we do have gifts and abilities
there is much that we can do:
o we can plan
o we are gifted
o we can think straight
o we do have great resources at our disposal.

The notion of effectiveness being grounded in helplessness and inadequacy is hard
to grasp, understand and appropriate. We would much prefer a different formula:




careful planning
precise directions
irrefutable logic

But this is not the way of the cross. It is a reminder that our western cultural
commitment to neatness, tidiness, pragmatism and measurable outcomes looks oddly
out of place in the presence of a God who accepts and uses weak people who so often
seem to function at the mercy of circumstances.
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So what is this weakness that Paul seems so concerned about?
It is the area of our lives:







where we do not have control
where there always seems to be a battle
where we know in our hearts that we struggle
where our prayers are seemingly without effect
where God apparently does not want to act, at least not in the way in which we
would wish Him to
where there is real suffering, inconvenience, pain and distress.

In the present situation we are no strangers to this dilemma. It all applies to us. This
present circumstance with Peter is reminding us that the church is the most effective
when it is at the end of its tether:




when the circumstances are beyond our control
when the way ahead is not completely dear
when there is no alternative but to pray.

I do not know of a harder lesson for us as the people of God. Again we find ourselves
bumping head on into our culture of self sufficiency which loves to honour the self made
person and worships at the altar of personal accomplishment.
Peter in his present state of great need, in his own helplessness and total dependence
on others, is being used in a remarkable way. I do not know of any other event of recent
times which has occasioned the sustained prayer, compassion and concern across our
churches. The Walker family and the Ashburton church is, and has been, and will remain
the focus of concentrated prayer and concern.
Oh that we would recognise the energy, community and care which is generated when
we recognise and respond to our own helplessness. God does something in response to
our weakness which surpasses anything which we might organise in our own strength.
If we truly recognised our deep dependence on me Lord to survive from day to day, we
would become a people of prayer overnight for we would realise that we desperately
need each other’s intercession to make it through each day.
The reason for our lack of attention to prayer is that we have divorced the practice of
prayer from the every day experiences of life. Prayer has become a spiritual option only
for the reason that we have not understood the role that prayer plays in our lives.
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We see Peter’s need because it is there before us and we are deeply touched by it.
But we forget that we all have deep needs of other kinds which we do not acknowledge
publicly, may be even to ourselves, so they are not seen. But we are wounded people
just the same and we need to be prayed for.
Is it not a miracle that the church is still active in the world, not because it has 2000
years of great organisation and public relations, global strategy and endless financial
reserves, but because in its fumbling weakness, division, loss of direction, selfishness
and pride there has been a Lord of the church who has honoured weakness and
powerlessness? This is not to say that we should live in any other way but to do our
best, serve with excellence and diligence, love with daring and sacrifice. It is simply to
say, that in view of the needs of the world, we are in a position where our starting point
for effective ministry is to be found in our recognition that, on our own, we do not have
what it takes.
Tough times fashion a church which leaves the final say to the Lord
Isaiah 55: 8-9 "For my thoughts are not your thoughts, neither are your ways my
ways," declares the Lord. "As the heavens are higher than the earth, so are my ways
higher than your ways and my thoughts than your thoughts."
His ways are not our ways. The moment we think we know beyond all doubt what the
Lord is going to do is the moment





we have lost an understanding as to Who the Lord is
we have missed the deep mystery of what it is to belong to the Creator God
we have reduced Him to our terms
we have tried to trap him into our frame of reference so that He is no longer
God.

Lest there be any doubt, I am not one of those people who believes that the Lord is the
One Who orchestrates the kind of suffering through which Peter and the family are
passing at the moment. But I do believe that He can do something with such a
situation to help us and to teach us.
The Lord has a habit of doing things differently. The early church saw this. Paul said (1
Cor 1:26ff), 'Think of what you were when you were called. Not many of you were wise
by human standards; not many of you were influential; not many of you were of noble
birth, But God chose the foolish things of the world to shame the wise; God chose the
weak things of the world to shame the strong." The reason? "....So that no one may
boast before him."






The Lord called a reluctant stuttering Moses to lead his people out of Egypt
He chose a youthful Jeremiah to speak as a prophet
He enlisted a talkative Peter to become a disciple
He stopped the intelligent hot headed Saul in his tracks to start and
encourage fledgling churches
He calls ordinary people like you and me to keep the fire alight in the 20th
century
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We live in the presence of a God who chooses to do things differently, His call to us
is not to the greener pastures on the other side of the fence but to the hard grind and
ceaseless demands of present realities.
His is the invitation to live with the simple guarantee that, in the long, all things work
together for good for those who love God.
You have your dreams and plans before you; Peter has helped you shape these, in
his present incapacity He is still helping you to shape them.




So do not be afraid when life calls you to wait
Welcome your limitations and weaknesses and rediscover the power of
God
Don't ever be anxious if, having laid your plans, the Lord seems to be
doing things in His own way.

We are being called again on this tenth anniversary of the commencement of Peter’s
ministry to:







Reaffirm our faith in a God Who loves us
Know God in an authentic way (one of Peter’s greatest concerns)
Claim the right to ask our own hard questions without the need to dilute
their punch
Accept each other as we are now rather than always wanting to be
somewhere further down the track in our personal growth and faith
Live with the big issues and with the Lord's help to deal with them and
where we can act to do so with dancing and courage
Keep taking the next steps as they become clear to us

Be strong and take heart and wait for the Lord!
His strength is made perfect in your weakness!
His ways are higher than your ways!
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